
 

Special file about Bakeries in Afrin  

4-3-2018 

The Occupant Turkish army targeted everything exists on the land of Afrin and its villages and 

shires, and still many services centers are in risk of their targeting by the occupant Turkish 

army and its mercenaries who from the first day in 20-1-2018 mainly targeting civilians to 

empty those regions from their residents, then to start demographical change planned by 

Turkey state. 

 

Rajo bread oven before the bombardment by occupant Turkish army 

 



Bakeries are main places to make regions needs of bread and they also have been randomly 

targeted, destroyed and some of them stopped because of the heavy bombardment there. In 

the same time, some bread oven are still working until now according to speech of the 

manager of bread oven in Afrin, Mr. Bangin Abdo. 

The bakerys which targeted by the occupant Turkish army and its mercenaries by missiles and 

fuses are Rajo oven which was one of the main ovens in all of the shire, in the result it 

completely burned. So thousands of civilians from arm villages around Rajo can't get bread. 

In addition to so much material damages has been caused to his owner, his loses are around 

50000$ thousand dollars and 2400000L.S thousands in the result of bombing the fuel which 

was used for the generator. Also the whole building is destroyed. 

 

Rajo bread after the bombardment by occupant Turkish army 

 

Also the bakery in the center of Jenderese shire has targeted which completely destroyed and 

it was from the main bakeries in Jenderese shire and its villages supply them by bread. 

Shekhourz bakery also in Belbele shire heavily damaged about 50000$ dollar in addition to 

destruction of whole building. Jalama bakery also destroyed completely in the result of the 

bombardment and its damages are around 20000$ dollar. 



 

Rajo bakery destroyed by occupant Turkish army 

The bakery in Belbele shire also damaged with half of its equipment is destroyed (Kotana 

bakery also damaged in its building). 

We can't reach to all these destroyed bakeries and take pictures of them because of bad 

conditions in those villages and shires where the bakeries are destroyed. 

 

Rajo bakery destroyed by occupant Turkish army 



 

Many bakeries stop of work because of occupant Turkish army attacks on Afrin and the 

number of bakeries are 21, there are 19 bakeries still working, 3 bakeries work in Shahbaa 

canton and 17 in Afrin canton. 

Bakeries which stop working because of occupan Turkish attacks and heavy bombardment on 

the villages and shires are in ( Medan Ikbes, Maydana Sheikh Muhemed bakery, Khastal, 

Kotana, DerSwan, Korka, Waleed bakery in Jenderese, Sinara, Khota) 

Still working bakeries until now and which supply people by bread are (automatic Afrin 

Bakery, Marate bakery, Hamada bakery, Judi bakery, Nawroz bakery in Sheraa). The only 

worked bakery in Jenderese shire is Kafar Safra village bakery to supply it and the villages 

around by bread though of the continuing bombardment on the village by occupant Turkish 

army, and heavy clashes in the villages around Kafar Safra. 

  



In Mabata shire, the bakeries which work in each village are: (Merkan – center of Mabata 

shire) 

( Badina bakery stopped because its bad condition), recently, alZiyara village bakery in 

Sherawa shire has worked again because of the pressure and increased needs in DerJamal 

bakery. 

Special bakeries have turned to normal bakeries and the unit the price of bread in all bakeries 

to don't make mess and crisis among residents especially in the hard conditions in Afrin. 

 

Rajo bakery destroyed by occupant Turkish army 

The manager of bakeries Mr. Bangin Abdo mentioned the case of recent bakeries in Afrin and 

they do double their best to continue the process of bread making normally without high 

prices and cut in necessary materials. He said that all things in supplying bread is normal and 

acceptable.  

Address: 

Khamishlo Center: new train station building, storey 3 

Al-Hassaka branch, Klasa next to the general center of police (Asayish) 

Afrin branch, Al-Mahmudiyah, opposite of petrol station, storey 1 

Email: nrls.tekile@gmail.com    

mailto:nrls.tekile@gmail.com


Email Afrin: nrls.efrin@gmail.com  

https://www.facebook.com/nrls.qamio/   

https://twitter.com/nrls_tekile   

https://www.youtube.com/channel/   

https://www.nrlsonline.net     
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SKYPE: nrls.tekile 
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